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Welcome to MIDI Quantizer
The MIDI Quantizer app receives MIDI signals from a hardware or software device, and routes those
signals, as-is or altered based on your choices, to up to four other devices.
Practical applications include:





Route MIDI flexibly from an external keyboard or sequencer to hardware sound modules
Quantize the notes you play or send by shifting them to notes in a selected musical key
Utilize MIDI effects, such as one-finger chords or MIDI echo
Split MIDI notes by range among multiple devices

MIDI Quantizer is part of the MIDI Playground family of applications from NaiveSoft. A major element of
the MIDI Playground philosophy is a short learning curve despite rich functionality. The layout is simple
with most options in plain view and identified by popup help. The applications are touch screen friendly
and work on any Windows 10 device meeting the minimum requirements, including the Surface tablet.

Installation
The MIDI PlayGround applications are available through the Microsoft Store. The minimum required
operating system is Windows 10 (1803) version 10.0.17134. From the MIDI Quantizer page in the
Windows Store app, select either the trial or full version and the store app will download and install the
application.

Quick Start
To begin using the program, select an input device and at least one output device.

Figure 1- Input and Output Devices
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Only one input device can be active at a time. A dropdown list shows all available inputs. The currently
selected device is displayed.
Four identical sets of controls show the four output devices. Devices and channels are selected from
dropdown lists. Channel options are detailed later in the Devices and Channels section of this
document.
Input signals are routed to outputs based on the state of the four check boxes labelled “Send to
Devices:”. Once active input and output devices are selected with appropriate channel values and the
check boxes are set, you should see the input/output indicators light when MIDI note messages played
on the input device are received and routed to outputs, and you should be able to hear your output
device playing.

Detailed Usage Instructions
Devices and Channels
Each output device selection is accompanied by a selectable input channel and output channel. MIDI
supports 16 channels. Each device can be assigned to an input and output channel from 1 to 16 or to a
wild card value represented by ‘*’.
For the input channel (left), any value in the 1-16 range will only pass through input commands sent to
that specific channel. If the input channel is set to ‘*’ any input command will be sent to that output.
For the output channel (right), if any value in the range 1-16 is set, all commands sent to the selected
output device will be sent on the selected channel, without regard to the channel value received. If the
output channel is set to ‘*’, output commands will retain the channel on which they were received.

Note Offset Values
Notes sent to each of the four output device/channels can be changed from the original input values in
up to three ways:




The note pitch can be raised or lowered
The onset of the note can be delayed
The MIDI velocity of the note can be increased or decreased
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Figure 2 - Offset Parameters and Controls

Pitch Offset
Pitch can be raised or lowered by up to 24 semitones (-24 to +24). A value of zero send the original note
change. Pitch offsets can be used, for example, to play chords with one key.

Delay Offset
Note delay is entered in milliseconds, in the range of 0-1000 (maximum of 1 second delay). Negative
values here are not valid as they would require time travel. Delay offsets can be used for echo effects or
for simple arpeggios.

Velocity Offset
MIDI velocity values influence the volume of a played note. Offset values entered here are a percentage
of the input note’s velocity. The range of values accepted is from 20 (20% of the original value) to 200
(double the original value, up to the maximum allowable velocity).
Velocity offset can be used in combination with delay for a fading or rising echo or arpeggio. Combining
all three offers a variety of effects.

Editing Offset Values
Offset parameters can be edited by typing values directly in the boxes or by using the up and down
arrows located to the right of the edit boxes. Placing the cursor inside any edit box makes that box
active for control by the up and down arrows. The label of the active control shows in red text. Holding
the up or down arrow allows rapid scrolling through values.
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Pitch Quantization
A major feature of the MIDI Quantizer app is the ability to reassign input notes so that all notes played
belong to a selected musical scale. By default, this feature is turned off when the program starts, all
input notes are played without any pitch correction. This corresponds to the chromatic scale, which
contains all the notes of the twelve-tone scale.
By selecting a different key signature, the app can be instructed to evaluate all incoming notes and
adjust them if necessary, so that all output notes belong to the scale selected.

Figure 3 - Selecting a Key Signature

There are two parts to the key signature; the tonic, which is the “home” note of the key, and the scale of
the key, such as major or minor. Selecting the key signature will populate checkboxes representing the
individual notes which are part of the selected key. The twelve notes of the twelve-tone musical scale
are selectable from the note drop-down. The drop-down box to select the scale value includes major
and minor as well as some less commonly used scale options such as blues and pentatonic.
The note and scale options can be bypassed or overridden by selecting individual notes using the
checkboxes. If you want your output to only include specific notes, you can accomplish that by selecting
only the desired notes. If the selected notes happen to match a key signature, the note and scale dropdown boxes will be updated to reflect this.

To learn more about key signature: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Key_signature
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Utilities
The utility menu is in the upper right of the Key Signature area.
MIDI Reset and Panic: This control updates all MIDI devices and sends MIDI note off messages
on to each active device over the range of possible notes. This is useful if a device is added or
removed, or if some activity leaves a note stuck on.

Customization Settings: In the full version of the application, this control provides access to the
customization screen, where randomization and MIDI settings can be updated.

About the App: Displays the About screen, showing the version number and license type, and a
link to the NaiveSoft home page and manual.

Exit Application: Close MIDI devices and terminate the application.
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Customization Page
Access to the customization page is limited to the full version of MIDI Quantizer.

Figure 4 - Customization Screen
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Keyboard Split Parameters
The incoming MIDI data can be filtered by ranges of note values and routed among the four outputs as
directed. Each of the four possible outputs can be assigned a low note and high note (both inclusive)
and an octave offset. Notes destined for each output will be limited to notes within the selected range.
Notes that meet the split criteria can also be shifted up or down according to the selected value of the
octave offset. This can be helpful for example if you want to set up a bass sound in one keyboard range.

Figure 5- Keyboard Split Parameters

Save and Load Presets
Your custom MIDI Quantizer setup, including selected devices, quantization key, keyboard splits and
note offsets, can be saved as a preset for later recall. Each preset can be limited at save or load to
specific sets of values using the checkboxes. For example, you can save a preset with everything, but
later only load the keyboard split values.

Figure 6 - Save and Load Presets
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Customize MIDI Devices
This section allows customization of how MIDI devices appear and work in the MIDI Quantization
application. All MIDI devices available to the system are available for display and edit.
A display indicates the number of the currently selected MIDI device and the total number of devices
available. Left and right arrows scroll through available devices. A horizontal scroll bar is also available
for faster navigation through a large device collection.
All MIDI devices are displayed, but some options are specific to types of devices: input or output. For
output devices, two buttons between the arrows help identify and test the displayed device by pinging it
and by sending a note on command, respectively. For input devices there is an activity signal that lights
when commands are received from the active device.
For all devices, the ‘include’ checkbox lets you choose which MIDI devices appear in the drop-down box
on the main page. If you have devices which you do not want to use with the application, you can
deselect them here. They will still show up on this page so you can reselect them later if desired.
The Windows 10 UWP MIDI API is not consistently successful in retrieving names for MIDI devices.
Modern equipment is generally recognized correctly, but some vintage equipment and especially
multiport devices, do not show meaningful names. The Windows registry may only store imprecise
names such as “MIDI”. MIDI Quantizer attempts to assign more meaningful names to such devices in a
format such as “Device:1 – Port:1”. Alternately, a friendly name can be entered on this page for any
device, this friendly name will show up in the drop-down list on the main page.

Exit Customization Page
Save changes and exit.

Exit without saving changes.
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General Information
Full versus Trial Version
Feature
Keyboard Split
MIDI Device Customization
Load/Save Parameters

Trial Version
No
No
No

Full Version
Yes
Yes
Yes

Table 1 – Full versus Trial Feature Matrix

Support
Additional support is available on the NaiveSoft website.
Visit: http://www.naivesoft.com/
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